
LESSON 4
4+ PRIMARY COURSE OF SOCIAL COMPETENCY

OBJECTIVES: 

Introducing children to the differences in emotions, developing the skills to recognize emotions by schemes 
and ability to show specific emotions using mimicry

LIST OF TASKS:

• Group game — "Sun"; purpose: to create an atmosphere of trust and joy, develop the ability to act out;                    
required equipment: music

• Group game — "Exercise for the Tongue"; purpose: to develop attention and the ability to quickly switch from one 
articulated position to another

• Group game — "Guess an Emotion"; purpose: to get acquainted with emotional conditions  

• Group game — "Make a Face"; purpose: to explore means of expressions that people can understand correctly

• Individual task — "My Mood"; purpose: to teach how to express different emotions graphically;                            
required equipment: Attachments 8.1, 8.2, colored pencils - for each child

• Group game — "Wind"; purpose: to relax the body

Personal folders for each child, soft toy Bear Bucha
Note 1: The descriptions of the tasks are general guidelines, keeping in mind that personal input and creativity 
are encouraged throughout the program. 
Note 2: The context of each paragraph is teacher speaking and engaging children.
Note 3: "…" indicates children have performed the task.
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GROUP GAME — "SUN"

Teacher: Hi, kids! I welcome you on behalf of myself and Bear Bucha, both of us are very happy to see you. Let’s stand 
in a circle and say "Hello" to each other. Imagine that there’s a sun at the ceiling. How would you describe it?… (Warm, 
bright, radiant). Do you want to say "Hi" to the sun?… Let’s reach up with our hands, palms facing up and feel 
the warmth of the sun on our hands… But it’s not only us that feel the warm sun, animals enjoy the sun as well. 
Imagine your favorite animal and imitate how this animal enjoys the sun.
(Children perform the task). 

GROUP GAME — "EXERCISE FOR THE TONGUE"

Teacher: Let’s sit in the circle and do an unusual exercise for the face. I will be telling you a fairy tale, and you will 
perform the described actions. Once upon a time, there was a little tongue. Show me your tongues… Where does this 
tongue live? That’s right, inside a mouth. Smile… Like any house, it has a ceiling, a floor and walls. Check with your 
tongue, if everything is in place in your mouth… Touch your upper palate with your tongue, your cheeks… 
And the house had very strong doors. What do you think the doors are?… Of course, it’s teeth! Show me the doors 
of your house… When the tongue wanted to go out, it would open its doors just a little, would take a peak outside 
and then again went back home — and it did this several times. Open your mouth, and put out the tip of your tongue 
2-3 times… When it became brave enough, the tongue would go out, look to the right, to the left, up, down, then 
it did it quicker and quicker. Turn the tip of your tongue to the right, to the left, up, down, slow down… Once, 
the tongue saw a bowl with milk, and it loves milk, so it decided to drink it. Touch your lips with the tip of your tongue… 
First it drank from the bowl, as it would from the cup. Fold your lips in a tube as if you are drinking from the cup, 
and breathe in… But this was not comfortable. Then it started drinking like cats do — by licking. Do it like a cat 
would do… When it drank the milk, it licked his lips and went home, but before that it washed all its doors. 
Touch your teeth from inside and from outside with the tip of your tongue…
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GROUP GAME — "GUESS AN EMOTION"

Teacher: Great job! At the previous lesson we learned about different emotions and taught Bear Bucha about them. 
Now, let’s remember what kinds of emotions there are. I will describe a situation, and you name an emotion that 
comes to mind. What do we feel when something unexpected and sudden is happening, it comes and goes very 
quickly?
(Children answer: Surprise). 

Teacher: What do we feel when there is something nice, joyful, pleasant and beautiful happening in our life, we want 
to repeat it over and over?
(Children answer: Joy, happiness). 

Teacher: What do we feel when we are not happy with something, when we don’t get what we want, when we lose 
something or an event happens that we can’t control, when we are crying?
(Children answer: Sadness). 

Teacher: What do we feel as a reaction to something unexpected, unknown and scary?
(Children answer: Fear). 

Teacher: What do we feel when we dislike a type of food, smell, object, picture or something else?
(Children answer: Disgust). 

Teacher: What do we feel when something is happening to us that we didn’t want to happen, something contrary 
to what we wanted?
(Children answer: Anger).
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GROUP GAME — "MAKE A FACE"

Teacher: Now, we'll mimic these emotions so Bear Bucha can learn from us. I will describe the situation and you will 
convey the emotional states that we may have in this situations. For starters, show your happiness when you get 
a gift. For this, close your eyes and imagine the feeling you may have with a gift in your hands. Express your feelings 
with your body language and facial expressions… Now, imagine that your friend will not be coming to the movie 
because they are sick. How do you feel about it? Express sadness… Now, show a child whose favorite toy was broken. 
Imagine this toy and how this child enjoyed playing with it and how much this child cared about it. What if someone 
broke it, and it couldn't be repaired. Show anger… And now, imagine that big elephant came here. Show your 
surprise… Imagine that you suddenly smelled something unpleasant, and it's hard to stay in the room. Express your 
disgust… And now, try to imagine that you are in the forest — silence, dry leaves rustle under your feet, and suddenly 
you hear a sharp cry over your head. It's a crow but this was so unexpected that you were scared. Show fear… 
(Children perform the task).

INDIVIDUAL TASK — "MY MOOD"

Teacher: Now, let’s sit at the table. 
(Teacher hands out Attachments 8.1 and 8.2 for each child). 

Teacher: Listen to yourself, what is your mood right now? Draw your mood 
choosing a boy’s or a girl’s face. 
(Children perform the task).

Attachment 8.1 Attachment 8.2
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GROUP GAME — "WIND"

Teacher: Now, let's imagine that while we were working together, clouds formed, and the sun started to disappear. 
Let's get up, stretch and turn ourselves into a breeze, drive away the clouds and make the sun reappear… With as much 
air as possible in your lungs take a deep breath… Now, on my command, we will slowly blow away these clouds. One, 
two, three: "Poooo". 
(Children perform the task, repeating few times).

Teacher: Very good! Now, let’s collect all the pencils, put the chairs back to their places so that the room is nice 
and clean again. Let’s say "Good-bye" to each other and to Bear Bucha and let’s smile. Have a great week!
(Teacher collects the completed tasks, signing them on the reverse side, and puts them into the child’s personal folder).


